Texas has second highest estimated higher education enrollment across the nation with 1.4 million students.

Texas has the highest percent of students completing four-year degrees who also previously enrolled at a two-year institution.
Apply/Acceptance into the Engineering Academy

One engineering course per semester by a Texas A&M Engineering professor on two-year campus

Attend Texas A&M in College Station

Graduate from Texas A&M

engineering.tamu.edu/academies
Texas A&M–Chevron Engineering Academy at Houston Community College

Two year **co-enrollment engineering programs** between Texas A&M and two-year institutions
- Direct path to an engineering degree from Texas A&M
- Students earn measurable progress to a bachelor’s degree while completing their associate’s degree
- Positively impacts state and national workforce needs
- Creates diverse and inclusive talent pool representative of the state demographics

79% HCC participants from underrepresented populations